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I-8 Corridor Study Area
Project History

- Major regional travel corridor
- 2050 Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (2050 RTP/SCS) corridor projects
- Active transportation and Transportation Demand Management
- Caltrans Partnership Planning Grant
Study Objectives

* Conduct existing conditions and future deficiency analysis
* Develop two multimodal alternatives for analysis
* Select a preferred implementation strategy for the corridor
Multimodal Analysis Approach

- Active Transportation
- Transportation Demand Management
- Transit Services
- Freeway Facilities
- Arterial Roadways & Intersections
Public Outreach

* Community Outreach Workshops
  * Spring 2014
  * Fall 2014
Next Steps

* Spring 2014 community outreach workshop
* Multimodal alternatives development
* Preliminary draft results of the multimodal alternatives presented to Transportation Committee fall 2014
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